
1. Halloween ended up going very smoothly!! 
a. Great Gertsby was a Great Success 
b. Revamped the failure of children of the corn. Threw a simple party, 803 people bought 

tickets.  
c. Next year maybe work on lowering the $25 price tag. 
d. We even made $4000!!! 

2. FacO 
a. Hype night - went very well, broke 0 tables (very rare for a power hour) 

i. New event brought forward by some sspn members 
ii. Emulated the science games’ power hour hype night. 

iii. Very easy to replicate if next year's sspn wants to. 
iv. Event broke even as planned 

1. Made about $300 
b. FacO itself - 

i. First three and a half days went very very very well,  
1. Opening - at Foufounes, a few hiccups with the venue, ran very 

smoothly after 
a. Foufounes changed a later version of the contract to open an 

hour later 
b. Manager was extremely difficult to locate for a while and give 

us our pre purchased pitcher tickets 
c. We couldn't do 3man at kegger so we tried it on the first night. 

It was a mess but 3man is generally a mess. Biggest issue is it 
only gives alcohol to those aggressive enough to be in the 
front. I handed some pitchers to teams that didn’t make it. 

2. DUSTED was incredibly smooth - busses loaded 30 minutes ahead of 
schedule, beer olympics ran on time 

a. Did we take people to St. Jerome just to take them to LPG? 
Yes. 

b. For the first time in history, beero ran completely on time 
including the games and the buses. Go sspn. <3 

3. Dodgeball - easily the MOST dangerous event of the week. SOMEONE 
DID A BACKFLIP IN A SUIT. A SUIT!!! 

a. Definitely a keeper, very fun and a dry event that everyone 
enjoys.  

b. Also very little organization necessary, just book the gym 
4. Boat races - beautiful logistically, a lot of fun for everyone who showed 

up. 
a. We had a really cool ESPN-type setup going on. This was 

thanks to our guy Kyle Rubenok and a partnership with TVM, 
he left the file to emulate it but would probably need someone 
with technical expertise 



b. Other than that everything went well, cant go wrong with 
everyone’s favourite event 

c. Really interesting on-theme table set up 
5. Ssmu day -   

a. DJ Sanchi at Cafe Campus = taylor swift, bangers only playlist 
(lol) 

b. We ran 7 events (beerio kart, spelling bee, fear of food, pitcher 
pass, MCAT, drunk debates, case crack) during this time, all 
hands were on deck and everything ran on time AND... 

c. We found out about the developing COVID-19 stuff during this 
event, and managed to keep running our programming until 
the end (there were less than 75 people in attendance so it was 
in accordance with government regulations at the time).  

6. Crisis management 
a. We tried our absolute best to save the event given the 

regulations that were placed upon us by the quebec 
government but eventually decided that we had to cancel for 
the participants safety.  

b. Everyone’s been partially refunded for the events we cancelled 
c. Thank god for contingency budget lines!!!  

7. Should still be making ~1000 from the entire department (incl. Hype 
night) 

3. SSMU Awards - cancelled, at least for the time being, winners are being decided as we speak 
4. Grad Frosh - cancelled, at least for the time being 


